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Edaxis Finger Touch 
Portable Interactive 
Whiteboard

201120421460.3
201120203588.2
201110336523.X

PATENT: 

EdaxisFT is the world's first finger touch portable interactive whiteboard.

LASER IMAGE CALIBRATION TECHNOLOGY 

Laser emitter

Laser curtain 

Z-depth≈ 1mm

Object in laser path = IR glow

INSTALLATION

Function and features introduction 

a High stability h Wireless connection
b Only wall or board can work well i Sensor's filter with auto push-pull device
c Support plenty of gesture recognition j Turn common board or wall to touch board. It can 
d auto calibration turn any flat surface (whiteboard, wall and so on) into 
e Support 10 points finger touch finger touchable.
f support 40-100” for the room with sunlight (if the room k Any non-transparent object can be used as pen, like a 

without sunlight, it can support the active size of 40-120”. rolled paper. In any active area, any non-transparent 
g Portable, high integration and easy to install: Total weight object can work instead of the pen and the mouse.

is only around 500g.

www.edaxis.in

Emitter

Power

Sensor

USB cable

Computer
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Technical Parameter

Automatic(5s) / Manual (25/36 points)/Semi Automatic (4 points)

Single finger is for "Write", Two fingers for "move", "zoom in or out" and "scroll bar", 
Palm for "Erase", Palm stay 2s for Spot, Palm two clicks for back to desktop.

Ten points touch, write and eraser can do together.

<30ms

Software auto-control, enhance stability.

40 inch

120” ( no sunshine room); 100” ( sunshine room)

Laser Image Calibration Technology

±1 Pixel (Resolution: 4096 X 4096)

4:3,16:9,16:10

Ultra short throw : 0.19, FP3ENGLD4, installation distance:0.30~0.40M; Short throw: 0.34, 
FP3ENGLA4, installation distance:0.54~1.1M;  Long throw: 3.0, FP3ENGLE4, 
installation distance:2.15~3.2M.

Short throw/ Long throw: 3units; Ultra short throw: 4units.

808nm

5w

150mW/unit *3

5V/1.5A

120fps. 

The sensor and computer are connected by USB Cable; Emitter and 
Sensor are wireless; Emitter just need power

0.5kg

Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Calibration software(driver) and Edaxis (education software)

CE, FCC 

2-year

a. Sensor, b. Emitter, c. Mounts, d. USB cable (12m), e. Pionter, f. Power Adaptor, g. Manual

Calibration

Gesture Recognition

Multi-touch

Latency

Filter 

Minimum Active Size

Max Active Size

Technology

Positional Accuracy

Aspect Ratio

Projector ratio

Laser Beam

Wave of the laser

Power

Power of Laser Beam

Power requirements

Signal refresh rate

Connect

Weight

OS Requirement

Software

Certification

Warranty

Package

Comparison table

Technology Structure Auto 
Calibrate

Multi-Touch Cost and 
active size

Maintenance Ability to 
resist dust

CostGesture 
Recognition

Edaxis FTP

Emitter 
(3.2cm*16cm*1.7cm) 
and Sensor. Don't 
need any special device 
on the board frame

IR frame in each 
edges of board

reflective stripes in 
each frame of the board 
and optics module

IR

Optical

Yes

No

No

Yes  
(Max.

10 points)

Yes 
(2 points)

Yes 
(2 points)

Plenty of 
gestures

Few

Few

Cost increase 
little when 

the size large

Cost increase 
much when 
size increase

Cost increase 
much when 
size increase

Only change 
module

Need return 
the board back 

Need return 
the board back 

Best

Bad

Worse

Low

Low

High
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Educational software
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Tool  
button

Description

Set up a new fil: 
the drop list: white, black, picture or note page

4 kind backgrounds available. click      to select from 

Pen： Writing like a ball pen Finger Touch Model: use the finger to write）

Smart pen： Convert the drawing into typewriting geometric shapes

Brush pen

Drawing Recognized display Drawing Recognized display 

Multi-writing：Ten people can write together when you click this button

Insert shape： different shape such as line, angle, circle and so on

Insert image： Choose any picture or choose the files such asmp3、wav、swf、asf、
rmvb、avi and insert it into the page.

Text Option： Drag anywhere in the page to generate a text box and you can 
input text from the keyboard, soft keyboard. Click the text for seconds the 
there is drop list: cut, copy, paste and so on. 

Fill tools: Fill the shapes with different color

Stroke select: Select the handwriting on the page and you can do 
“drag and zoom operation”.

Move ：Move the shapes, text and pictures 

Zoom in and zoom out： Rotate or boom the shapes and picture in the page.

Pen color option： Set the ink color, click the button  to chose the color. 
If no desire color, click the color list. 

Fluorescent pen: brush pen with a translucent 
Easy to make notes and text can still be seen.

Color: Chose this color to fill different shapes

Set stroke width and line type:

Eraser: Eraser strokes and pictures. Click to chose

Undo: Cancel the last operation

Expansion: The present screen can be infinitely expanded to any size.

Back to the desktop

Redo: Redo the operation just cancel by Undo.

Traditional pen Fluorescent pen

This button is use

Erase By Stroke

Erase By Point

Erase By Picture
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